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primary schools be “entirely of a secular character” (Section 77) .4 The 2020 law permits religious instruction and
observances in public primary and intermediate school

buildings if approved by the school board (Section 56).5

New Zealand has two main laws that specifically protect

human rights: The Bill of Rights Act (rights which the gov-

ernment and anyone carrying out a public function must
observe) and the Human Rights Act (prohibiting discrimination in all areas of life).1

According to the New Zealand Bill of Rights, “Everyone
has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion,
and belief, including the right to adopt and to hold opinions

without interference” (Section 13).2 Freedom of expression

(Section 14), including religious expression, is protected:
“Every person has the right to manifest that person’s religion or belief in worship, observance, practice, or teach-

The law has an “opt-in” process whereby students only

receive religious instruction with their parents’ written permission (Section 58).6 The previous legislation required
a parent or guardian to “opt out” of religious instruction

for their children.7 Taking part in religious observances in

schools is not required (Section 59).8

Discrimination on the basis of religion, or lack of religious

belief, is prohibited.9 Complaints of unlawful discrimination

may be filed with the government-funded Human Rights
Commission (HRC).10 In its Annual Report for the period
ending 30 June 2019, the HRC reported 87 enquiries and
complaints on the grounds of religious belief.11

ing, either individually or in community with others, and

In March 2019, the existing blasphemy law, which had not

“subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law

Parliament passed the “End of Life Choice Act 2019” in

either in public or in private” (Section 15). These rights are

as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic
society” (Section 5).

been applied since 1922, was repealed.12

2019, and it became law after more than 50% of voters

voted “yes” in a referendum held on 17 October 2020. The

The Education and Training Act 2020,3 which went into ef-

Act, which legalised euthanasia and assisted suicide, was

Act 2016. The former law required that teaching in state

denominations, as well as the Nathaniel Centre, New Zea-

fect on 1 August 2020, replaced the Education Legislation
|
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criticised by hospice groups, leaders of several Christian

INCIDENTS AND DEVELOPMENTS
On 15 March 2019, Australian citizen Brenton Tarrant

entered the Al Noor Mosque in Christchurch and began

shooting at worshippers during Friday prayers. He then
went to the Linwood Islamic Centre, also in Christchurch,

and shot at worshippers there. The attacks resulted in 51

deaths and 49 injuries, the country’s worst mass shooting.14 Tarrant, who live-streamed the attack and posted a

white-supremacist manifesto online, was charged with 51
counts of murder, 40 counts of attempted murder, and one
count of terrorism. In September 2019, the Christchurch

High Court moved the original May 2020 trial date to June

2020 to avoid conflicting with the Islamic holy month of
Ramadan.

15

In March 2020, Tarrant pleaded guilty to all charges.16 On
27 August 2020, a judge sentenced him to life in prison

without parole. Both the conviction for terrorism and the

life sentence without parole were the first in the nation’s
history.17

In the aftermath of the Christchurch attacks, the government established a Royal Commission of Inquiry to inves-

tigate, “whether State agencies are doing all they can to

protect the people of New Zealand from terrorist attacks
and whether more could be done”.18 In July 2020, the

deadline for the Commission’s report was extended to 26

November 2020.19

According to the Human Rights Commission, “The Christ-

church attacks have reignited public debate about harmful
speech and hate crime and how we balance the right to

freedom of expression with the need to protect vulnerable people and communities. The attacks also cast light
again on the absence of systematically collected data and

information on racially and religiously motivated crimes in

New Zealand. Without such data it is difficult to have an
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land’s Catholic bioethics centre.13

The Shifting Jewry 2019 survey of 600 members of the
New Zealand Jewish community revealed that 44% said

they thought antisemitism was either a “fairly big” or “very
big” problem in New Zealand, particularly relating to online

hate speech.23 However, the majority of respondents indicated that they had not directly experienced antisemitism

in the previous 12 months, either as verbal insults, harassment or as a physical attack. About 16% of respondents
had experienced a verbal insult or harassment (compared

to 44% in 2008) and three had been physically attacked.

363 respondents (52%) had not experienced any of these

forms of antisemitism.24 In January 2020, a swastika was

painted on the outside of Temple Sinai in Wellington.25

In early March 2019, Jacob Lowenstein confessed to

burning down two Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints buildings and was sentenced to nearly seven
years in prison.26 In April 2020, his attorney appealed the

sentence, arguing it was “excessive” and that his client
showed “remorse”. The prosecutor argued against a sen-

tence reduction, noting that Lowenstein had expressed

disappointment that the Christchurch mosque attacks just
weeks later had “overshadowed” his offences. After the ar-

guments, the court reduced his sentence by five months.27
Restrictions on public gatherings due to the coronavirus

pandemic in 2020 resulted in the closure of places of wor-

ship for several weeks and complete suspension of reli-

gious services for nine weeks.28 Rules were loosened at
the end of May to permit religious services with some restrictions.29

PROSPECTS FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
There were no new or increased governmental restrictions

on religious freedom during the period under review. Societal intolerance against minority religions does not seem

to be rising significantly and is monitored by both civil society groups and government agencies.

informed discussion about the prevalence of hate crimes,
or to design effective measures to counter them.”20

In a show of solidarity with the Muslim community, the

New Zealand Jewish community shut its synagogues on a
Shabbat, the Jewish day of rest, for the first time in its his-

tory. Several synagogues also urged extra caution and expressed concerns about security.21 Pope Francis assured

all New Zealanders, in particular the Muslim community,
of “his heartfelt solidarity in the wake of these attacks.”22
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